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+441978812786 - https://www.facebook.com/Pontcysyllte-Chapel-Tearoom-
752921051557674/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Pontcysyllte Chapel Tearoom from Wrexham. Currently, there are
18 meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Pontcysyllte Chapel Tearoom:
had a nice visit today with the family....what a nice place highly recommended. sandwiches made fresh. cakes to

die and coffee to let us go....well done! they will see our faces again. dreams about the cake today. they have
made such a good job to get the Chapel on the standard, it is. you should be so proud. all good for the future...to
and up congratulate sally and carl x read more. In pleasant weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, And

into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What T2741OTdavidf
doesn't like about Pontcysyllte Chapel Tearoom:

Called here for breakfast on recommendation from a local but was left well disappointed, so to were my 2
mates,we waited 30 minutes for our food to be freshly cooked ,when our meals arrived it was barely

warm,apparently they sell nice cakes,the coffee was nice read more. A visit to Pontcysyllte Chapel Tearoom is
particularly valuable due to the comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties, Those who are passionate
about the British cuisine will enjoy the extensive diversity of traditional meals and indulge in the taste of England.
In addition to simple snacks, sweet pieces and cakes, we also serve cold and hot drinks, there are also delicious

vegetarian recipes in the menu.
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Vegetaria� dishe�
CARROT CAKE

Fres� Juice�
CARROT JUICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SOUP

PANINI

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

CHEESE

HAM

TUNA

EGG

SAUSAGE

RASPBERRY
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